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With Samuel’s assistance, the cremation did not postpone the advantageous time, which 

was held on the same day. The Sue household did not give thanks to Samuel due to the fact 

that of this. Rather, they despised him very much. 

Harvey, specifically, really felt that he had actually lost face due to Samuel, so he had made 

Samuel pay for what he had actually done. 

A few days later, the matter of the Sue household cooled down, but it did not trigger much 

problem in Cloud City. After all, the old woman was not a big shot in the Sue family. 

That early morning, Samuel’s phone rang prior to he can also rise. 

” Why haven’t you gotten up yet? Don’t you remember what happened today?” Tian Ling’ 

emergency room asked eagerly. 

Samuel opened his hazy eyes, looked at the time, and hung up the phone straight. 

 

” What a! It’s not yet 6 o’clock!” 

Tian Ling’ emergency room, that was on the other end of the line, had not seen Samuel for a 

number of days. It was still early, in her opinion, Samuel had to encounter a very powerful 

opponent today, as well as also Wang Mao had not won. 

After being hung up the phone, Tian Ling’ er was not prevented as well as continued to call 

the 2nd one. It was not until Samuel’s phone was turned off that the First Miss struck the 

bear doll on the bed to vent her temper. 

 

” Just how dare you turn off your phone without answering my call? I’m the Miss of the 

Divine family. How can you treat me such as this?” 

It was not up until nine o’clock that Samuel rose gradually and also turned on his cell phone 

once again. What made him speechless was that, less than ten secs after the phone was 



turned on, Tian Ling’ emergency room called him again. Could it be that she had been 

calling the number all the time? 

” I’m up. I’ll head out after washing up. If you call me again, I’ll place you on the blacklist.” 

Afterwards, Samuel hung up the phone. 

Tian Ling’ er was so upset that she scratched her head. However, when she thought that she 

would be pulled into the blacklist, she did not attempt to continue pestering Samuel. 

At the same time, an old man as well as a boy left of Peninsula Hotel. 

” Master, the amount of times have Wang Mao lost to you? Why are you still seeking him to 

play chess? What’s the factor?” The boy asked in confusion. 

The old man grinned faintly and also said, “That stated that I intend to play chess with him? 

There is no more powerful person in Cloud City. Otherwise, with his strength, how can he be 

the head of state of the Go association?” 

Wang Mao was fairly popular in the domestic competition, however this old man didn’t take 

him seriously in any way, due to the fact that he was Shangguan Heibai, who was called the 

National Warrior. In the Chinese Go circle, all type of honor titles were soft to him. 

After he arrived, he changed his name to Heibai, which indicated black and white. In his 

words, he had actually been playing Go all his life. As a real leading player in the chess circle, 

Samuel had likewise examined his chess manual. 

As Shangguan Heibai’s adherent, Ouyang Xiujie was additionally a superior ability amongst 

the more youthful generation. Many individuals would certainly sustain Ouyang Xiujie in the 

Chinese Go circle in the future, and also he would certainly be able to acquire Shangguan 

Heibai’s tradition. 

” Given that you don’t wish to play chess with him, why did you welcome him?” Ouyang 

Xiujie asked in confusion. 

” An individual of his degree is no longer worthy of being my opponent, but you still need 

experience. No matter what you state, he’s still somebody. If you can beat him, it’ll be good 

for your online reputation as well,” Shangguan Heibai stated. 



Ouyang Xiujie was shocked. He really did not anticipate that his master would certainly deal 

with Wang Mao as his tipping stone in this video game of chess. 

If he can defeat Wang Mao, he would certainly be a lot more famous in the circle of Go. 

” Thanks, Master,” Ouyang Xiujie stated professionally. 

” Although I don’t take Wang Mao seriously, he’s rather qualified. You need to be careful,” 

Shangguan Heibai reminded him. 

” Master, don’t worry. I will not let you down,” Ouyang Xiujie claimed seriously. 

Also if you shed, you will not shed face. Shangguan Heibai grinned smugly. Ouyang Xiujie’s 

failure would certainly not affect him, but if Wang Mao shed, Ouyang Xiujie would step on 

this tipping rock effectively. 

” Master, nobody can compare to you inside and also outside the chessboard. It’s my honor 

to be your adherent,” Ouyang Xiujie claimed with a smile. 

” Don’t flatter me. Let’s teach that old fellow a lesson.” 

Most of the members of the Go Organization were existing, for they understood that when 

Shangguan Heibai got here in Cloud City, they would definitely go to the Go Association in 

individual. They all wanted to see Shangguan Heibai. 

Besides Wang Mao, none of the people present recognized Shangguan Heibai were right 

here to play chess with him. 

An instant later, when Shangguan Heibai showed up, the whole Go club came to be uneasy. 

Males and female, young and also old, all looked delighted. 

 


